EXTERNAL SCSI TERMINATORS

SCSI I CENTRONICS CN50 TERMINATOR
Active SCSI I centronics CN50 terminator.
MODEL CODE
ST-CN50

SCSI I CENTRONICS CN50 THROUGH TERMINATOR
Active SCSI I centronics CN50 Male/Female through terminator.
MODEL CODE
ST-CN50MF

SCSI II HPDB50 TERMINATOR
Active SCSI II high density DB50 terminator.
MODEL CODE
ST-HPDB50

SCSI III HPDB68 TERMINATOR
SCSI III high density DB68 terminator.
MODEL CODE
ST-HPDB68
ST-HPDB68S
ST-HPDB68DS

TYPE
Active - Latch
Active - Screw
Differential - Screw

ULTRA-2 LVD/SE TERMINATOR
High density DB68 Ultra-2 LVD/SE, Multimode external terminator, with LED.
MODEL CODE
ST-LVDEX

ULTRA V 68 TERMINATOR
SCSI V 68pin 0.8 pitch male terminator.
MODEL CODE
ST-V68EX

IDC50 - IDC68 ADAPTER
Internal SCSI Adapter IDC50/IDC68. In various genders.
MODEL CODE
SA-IDC50F68F
SA-IDC50M68M
SA-IDC50M68F

TYPE
Female/Female
Male/Male
Male/Female

HPC80 FEMALE - IDC68 FEMALE & IDC50 MALE
Internal SCSI Adapter HPC80 Female to IDC68 Female or IDC50 Male.
MODEL CODE
SA-HPC80F-01